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Creating A New World

•
•

Connecting:
45 minutes
(The

following questions are intended to provide your
group with a way of connecting with one another so that
you might partner in the work

•
•
•

God

is doing in your lives.)

In what ways did God move in your life this week? In
what ways did you respond to him?
What was your biggest challenge this week? In what
ways, if any, did you invite God into this challenge?
How honest have you been with us?
(Graciously thank group members for their
honesty if they state they have held back.)

Getting Started:

10 minutes
Are you a person who lives in tension easily? Could you
explain?

Diving Into the Text:
60 minutes
(The following questions are intended to provide your group with a
simple road map through the text. Feel free to use these questions in ways
that best fit your group and the dynamics of your own meeting.)

•
•

•

Using the notes, discuss the background of the Year
of Jubilee and how it provides a backdrop for Jesus’
ministry agenda.
Read Luke 4.14-21 aloud seeking to imagine yourself
present in the synagogue, listening to Jesus. Pause.
Read the text once more, allowing Jesus’ words to
sink in deeply.
According to Jesus, what was his ministry agenda?
What were the aspects of this agenda? Seek to find
as many as possible.
Which of these aspects might have created a sense
of “OH, YEAH!” among Jesus’ audience? Which
might have created a sense of “OH, NO!”? Could you
explain?
Jesus’ ministry agenda was to create a present and
functioning community in which people experienced
the realities of Jubilee. What might such a community
look like today?

•
•
•

What would be the “OH, YEAH!” and “OH, NO!”
moments for such a community?
In what ways might the pursuit of such a community
put the Church at odds (in tension) with existing
systems (political or otherwise)?
Both Paul and Peter encourage the Church to live in
these tensions by being at peace with existing systems
all the while maintaining an unswerving commitment
to living out Kingdom realities (Romans 12.9-13.8;

•

•

1 Peter 2.11-17). What, if anything, makes this
difficult? Could you elaborate?
What would it take to create and then maintain
the community Jesus invites us to enter? What, if
anything, keeps us from taking steps to answer Jesus’
invitation?
Conclude with prayer, asking for courage and insight
in how to take steps toward creating a community
which lives out the realities of Jubilee.

Context and Background
Jubilee

The Year of Jubilee was intended to be a cyclical release
of land and debt slaves among the people of Israel. God
commanded the Israelites to live in a rhythm of work and
rest (Exodus 20.8-11), and he extended this same rhythm
to the land of Canaan. The Israelites were to work the land
six years, but the land was to lie fallow during the seventh
year (Leviticus 25.1-7). After seven such cycles (fortynine years), the next year was to be declared to be a year of
Jubilee (Leviticus 25.8-11). The Jubilee year was to begin
on the Day of Atonement thereby associating this year with
an outworking of God’s redemptive movement among his
people. This aspect of redemption is important to grasp if one
is to understand the nature of the Jubilee year. Apart from
redemption, Jubilee simply becomes a year to reset society.
While the theme of starting over is included in Jubilee, the
primary emphasis lies in the release from bondage.
Having lived in Egypt as slaves, the Hebrew people were
familiar with bondage. However, God had delivered them
from Egypt and intended that they live as slaves no more,
but as his people in the land he had given them (Leviticus
25.55). However, the harsh realities of life worked against
the freedom of God’s people. Bondage crept back into
everyday life as Israelites fell into poverty and were forced
to sell their land (Leviticus 25.25) or even themselves
(Leviticus 25.35). Because the experience of bondage was
not what God intended for his people, he provided a means
of reliving the Exodus in a cyclical manner, Jubilee.
During the year of Jubilee, the land was to be returned
to those who had sold it (Leviticus 25.13-34) and those
who had fallen into bondage were to be freed and returned
to their clan (Leviticus 25.35-55). No person or piece of
property was to be exempt from Jubilee. In the honoring of
Jubilee, the Israelites reenacted the Exodus experience as
God’s enslaved people were freed, food was supplied for his
people to eat (Leviticus 25.11), and a land of inheritance

was given to them. In short, the Year of Jubilee with its cycle
of fifty years was an opportunity for each generation to relive
the redemptive movement of God experienced in the Exodus,
bringing from bondage to the point of entering the land to
receive their portion. Thus, Jubilee “reset the clock,” allowing
each generation to live in light of God’s redemptive freedom.
Tragically, no evidence exists that the Israelites ever practiced
Jubilee. Rather, hierarchies developed among God’s people.
Land was lost. And, slaves remained in bondage. It is therefore
quite understandable the deep excitement experienced by those
in Jesus’ audience when he proclaimed the Year of Jubilee in
his Nazareth sermon (Luke 4.19). With this declaration,
Jesus was proclaiming a movement of God which would allow
his audience to experience his redemption, a redemption that
would allow God’s people to begin again, living in light of
God’s freedom.

The Text

Luke 4.14-21: Starting Over
The setting of Jesus’ Nazareth sermon is his temptation in the
wilderness (Luke 4.1-13). Over a period of forty days, Jesus
opened himself to the forming hand of his Father, but, in so
doing, experienced the tempting of Satan. Satan’s tempted
Jesus to carry out his Kingdom mission on culture’s terms,
but Jesus refused. He would engage in his Kingdom ministry
on his Father’s terms. It is therefore no coincidence that Jesus
emerges from his time in the wilderness having the great power
of the Holy Spirit. Luke reminds us here of what Paul states
clearly in 2 Corinthians 10.3-4. Great power lies in the
Kingdom ways of the Father. The effect of this power is seen
in how people responded to Jesus. The entire region of Galilee
was abuzz about this former carpenter, praising him. Simple
carpenters do not make this kind of national splash apart from
the power of God.

The one question that arises at this point in the narrative
concerns the nature of Jesus’ Kingdom ministry. Certainly,
Jesus has committed himself to engaging in his ministry on
his Father’s terms, but what exactly is the nature of this
ministry? What is Jesus seeking to accomplish as he speaks to
people in the Galilean synagogues? Luke provides insight into
the nature of Jesus’ mission by portraying a sermon spoken by
Jesus in his hometown synagogue.
On a certain Sabbath, Jesus happened to be in his hometown
of Nazareth and went to worship at the synagogue which was
his normal custom. (Jesus engaged in the practice of regular
corporate worship!) It appears that on this day he was invited
to speak the message which involved doing one of several
readings and providing commentary upon the text read.

Several men could be involved, but Luke has not provided
a record of these other men or their teachings on this day
as Jesus is his focus. Most likely, Jesus was asked to do one
of the readings because of his increasing status in Galilee,
a status which most certainly had been heard in the dusty
Nazareth streets. Jesus’ reading involved the prophets. On
this day, the scroll of Isaiah was chosen and given to Jesus
who intentionally turned to Isaiah 61, one of the messianic
servant songs. Jesus’ choice of text is no accident. With
his choice, Jesus is plainly aligning his teaching with the
redemptive movement of God through his messiah.

Jesus read the beginning of this song and then stopped.
This is a typical practice. It was not uncommon to read in
short blocks and then provide commentary in something of
a running style. However, to read the opening lines of this
song brings the entire song to mind, a song which highlights
a new exodus for God’s people, a return from bondage and
exile to the Land of Promise which was to be rebuilt. Simply
put, this song promised the reliving of God’s redemption in
such a manner that God’s people were once more invited
to live in his intended freedom. In this song, Isaiah uses
language which refers to the Year of Jubilee (Isaiah
61.2), the proclamation that God was setting people free
(Leviticus 25.8-11). It appears that Jesus also quotes from
Isaiah 58.6 with his mention of setting the oppressed free,
but this is likely a bit of commentary which was written into
the text Jesus was reading. It was not uncommon for scribes
to insert explanatory verses from other parts of a book or
to make explanatory comments as they copied a text. When
this text was used to make the next copy, the new scribe
would take the comment to be part of the original because
he had not made the comment. Thus, a bit of Isaiah 58
worked its way into Isaiah 61 in Jesus’ scroll, most likely
because it mirrors the flow of this servant song. (Today,
Bible scholars use a discipline called Textual Criticism to
sift through hundreds of ancient manuscripts, many which
have comments like these which have made their way into the
text. These scholars use tools of comparison and evaluation
to work back to the original wording of the text.)

It is important to note how the song begins with the mention
of the Holy Spirit. This song explains the power people are
witnessing in Jesus. It comes from the Holy Spirit. Further,
this song explains the nature of Jesus’ message. It is a good
news message (“gospel”) addressed to the poor. Two things
are important to grasp here. First, the use of the word
gospel in Jesus’ day was associated with royal proclamations.
Thus, Jesus’ message has royal (political!) overtones.
Second, this message is addressed to the poor. The poor are
those who find themselves in a place of weakness, a place

which leads them back into the experience of slavery (Leviticus
25.25, 35). To those who have found themselves once more
enslaved, Jesus’ message is that of freedom. However, the
freedom Jesus is proclaiming goes beyond land and servitude.
The freedom Jesus is proclaiming involves the spiritual as well
as the physical realm. Jesus’ message is about the absolute and
complete eradication of bondage. Simply put, he is proclaiming
once and for all Jubilee.

Having read the text from Isaiah, Jesus now turns to provide
commentary. His commentary is short and powerful. The
words spoken hundreds of years before by Isaiah are now
fulfilled in the ministry of Jesus. In the ministry of Jesus
people can experience a new exodus, a release from all
forms of bondage so they might live in their rightful place of
inheritance in God’s Kingdom. While the spiritual implications
of Jesus’ proclamation have been much explored, we cannot
miss the political implications. Remember, a gospel message is
a politically charged message. Jesus is proclaiming a release
from all forms of bondage, the breaking down of everything
which keeps people from living in their rightful state, enjoying
their rightful inheritance. This is a strong blow against land
owners who were oppressing the poor and an even stronger
blow against the oppressing nation of Rome. Jesus clearly
states that in his ministry, such oppression is now over. God’s
people are free to live in God’s Kingdom. The early Church
sought to live out the reality of Jesus’ words, literally seeking
to free people from their debt bondage (Acts 2.44-45) and
breaking down cultural boundaries which created hierarchies
(Colossians 3.11). However, the ancient Church soon ran
into trouble as it struggled to navigate the reality that Rome,
rich landowners, and the like didn’t go away. Governments
and systems continued to exist which continually put God’s
people in states of bondage which is the very nature of human
government (1 Samuel 8.10-18). Paul and Peter both
sought to help the Church navigate the reality of Jesus’
proclamation that now was the time of Jubilee even as they
lived in a world which did not match this proclamation. Both
Peter and Paul called on the Church to live as an alternative
community which lived the realities of Jubilee but maintained a
dialogue with existing governments and systems which sought
to bring about bondage. Paul’s exhortation to the Church
is that they maintain a position in which they honor existing
governments while holding tenaciously to a life based upon
the Kingdom ethic of love (Romans 12.9-13.8). Peter’s
exhortation to the church was also to maintain a position in
which they were respectful toward governing authorities.
However, he reminded the Church that they must always live
as free people, those who belonged solely to God (1 Peter
2.11-17). Modern readings of these texts have emphasized

the teachings of respect and honor but have neglected the
incredible tensions created by the exhortations to maintain an
ethic of love, living freely as God’s people. It is not difficult to
imagine how love and honor, respect and freedom could clash,
and they did with early believers willingly laying down their
lives refusing to follow the leading of their governments.
Peter and Paul remind us that the lives of the inhabitants
of God’s Kingdom are lived in tension. On the one hand, the
people of God live in a world not fully transformed, not fully
possessed by God’s Kingdom. This must be acknowledged with
respect and deference to those who have not chosen to answer
God’s Kingdom invitation. However, within this larger world,
the people of God create an alternative community in which
the realities of God’s Kingdom are fully practiced. At times
this alternative community can exist peacefully, and in so
doing extend God’s Kingdom invitation to the larger world.
However, at other times this alternative community finds itself
at odds with the world in which it lives. In these situation, it
holds to a Kingdom ethic, no matter the cost.

Real life with Blake:
What was Jesus’ political agenda? Simply put, Jesus sought to
create an alternative community, a literal Kingdom on earth
in which people live freely in the wonderful inheritance God
has intended for them. This sounds wonderful, but the reality
is that it creates a lot of tension. This alternative community
must live within the shadow of a world which has not
answered God’s Kingdom invitation, a world in which bondage
and hierarchies stand in direct opposition to the freedom of
the Kingdom. Too often this tension is too difficult to bear
and I find that I move toward one side or the other. No, that
actually isn’t true. When the tension is too great, I capitulate
to the world around me. I say, “That is just the way it is” and
move on. I think many of God’s people do the same. We simply
don’t enjoy living in tension, especially not the tension created
by Jesus’ Kingdom coexisting with a nation like America. It is
easier just to take the way life is around us and bring it into
our context. But, is this the only solution? Certainly not. We
could choose to live in tension. We could choose to create a
community firmly devoted to living out the realities of God’s
Kingdom, a reality of Jubilee in which all people are free and
all hierarchies are destroyed so people might live the life
which was intended for them. And, as far as it depended on
us we could be at peace with people around us, inviting them
to experience God’s offer of Jubilee. But the reality is that
freedom and the leveling of the playing field sometimes gets in
the way of the world’s agendas. In these cases, we commit to
choosing Kingdom no matter the cost. I have to admit that this

kind of thinking leaves me scratching my head. What might
this look like? In the ancient Church it looked like being fed to
the lions. Today? I don’t know if I can imagine because I must
first take the step of committing to creating an alternative
community, a literal Kingdom on Earth. I believe I am at a
point in my life where I long for this and am willing to pursue
it. The rest. . .it will just have to unfold.

Real life with you:

What was Jesus’ political agenda? Simply put, Jesus sought to
create an alternative community, a literal Kingdom on earth
in which people live freely in the wonderful inheritance God
has intended for them. This sounds wonderful, but the reality
is that it creates a lot of tension. This alternative community
must live within the shadow of a world which has not
answered God’s Kingdom invitation, a world in which bondage
and hierarchies stand in direct opposition to the freedom of
the Kingdom. Too often this tension is too difficult to bear
and I find that I move toward one side or the other. No, that
actually isn’t true. When the tension is too great, I capitulate
to the world around me. I say, “That is just the way it is” and
move on. I think many of God’s people do the same. We simply
don’t enjoy living in tension, especially not the tension created
by Jesus’ Kingdom coexisting with a nation like America. It is
easier just to take the way life is around us and bring it into
our context. But, is this the only solution? Certainly not. We
could choose to live in tension. We could choose to create a
community firmly devoted to living out the realities of God’s
Kingdom, a reality of Jubilee in which all people are free and
all hierarchies are destroyed so people might live the life
which was intended for them. And, as far as it depended on
us we could be at peace with people around us, inviting them
to experience God’s offer of Jubilee. But the reality is that
freedom and the leveling of the playing field sometimes gets in
the way of the world’s agendas. In these cases, we commit to
choosing Kingdom no matter the cost. I have to admit that this
kind of thinking leaves me scratching my head. What might
this look like? In the ancient Church it looked like being fed to
the lions. Today? I don’t know if I can imagine because I must
first take the step of committing to creating an alternative
community, a literal Kingdom on Earth. I believe I am at a
point in my life where I long for this and am willing to pursue
it. The rest. . .it will just have to unfold.
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